: Complete FTIR spectra of DNA-GNR conjugates along with CTAB-GNR and non-thiolated DNA hairpin in deuterium oxide. Spectra show significant change over the regions of 1500 to 1800 cm ; this was not observed in other cases; all the rods were found to exhibit orientation of either [111] or [200] planes; inter-planar distance d = 2.437 Å, this plane was indexed as [111] ; the lattice strain is +3.48% (i.e., tensile); inter-planar distance d = 2.08 Å; the plane is indexed as [200] ; strain is +2.01% (tensile); interplanar distance d = 2.10 Å; the plane is indexed as [200] ; strain is +2.99% (tensile). The lattice strain turns out to be mostly tensile. Results demonstrated linear laser power dependent temperature increase in all cases; hp-DNA-GNR showed maximum heating efficiency, followed by CTAB, ds-and ss-DNA coated GNR. While ss-and ds-DNA conjugation significantly reduced photothermal efficiency of GNR, hp-DNA conjugation increased GNR heating efficiency upon laser irradiation. Error bars represent standard deviation of three independent experimental data sets. ΔT max vs Time Figure S7 :Graphical representations of irradiation time dependent temperature increase of GNR suspensions with different surface modifications, at fixed concentration and laser power. Results demonstrated linear irradiation time dependent temperature increase in all cases; hp-DNA-GNR showed maximum heating efficiency, followed by CTAB, ds-and ss-DNA coated GNR. Comparing to CTAB capped GNR, ss-and ds-DNA conjugation significantly reduced photothermal efficiency of GNR, hp-DNA conjugation increased GNR heating efficiency upon laser irradiation. Error bars represent standard deviation of three independent experimental data sets. Results demonstrated nonlinear concentration dependent temperature increase in most cases; hp-DNA-GNR showed maximum heating efficiency, followed by CTAB, ds-and ss-DNA coated GNR. Comparing to CTAB capped GNR, ss-and ds-DNA conjugation significantly reduced photothermal efficiency of GNR, hp-DNA conjugation increased GNR heating efficiency upon laser irradiation. Error bars represent standard deviation of three independent experimental data sets. 
